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Motivation
Ontological interoperability in biomedicine
-Derive application ontologies
from reference ontologies
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Approach
De novo view generation
- prune down a reference ontology to specific needs
- extract only elements needed to create new view 
(materialized or non-materialized view)
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-incorporate into an existing project the ontological 
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Methodology
Automated/semi-automated query methods
Marianne Shaw:
“Generating application ontologies from 
reference ontologies” 
Paper session S10
Todd Detwiler:
“Regular paths in SparQL: querying the 
NCI thesaurus”
Paper session S81
Conclusion
New application ontologies can be derived from 
established and principled ontologies.
Reference ontologies can enhance and augment 
existing application ontologies or terminologies.
Principles used are extensible and generalizable to 
other domains.
Reuse and harmonization of ontologies.

